Minutes of the Ozark Mountain Region SCCA from June 13th, 2017. Members present RE: Sam
Henry, Matt Longpine, Scott Woosley, Paul Smith, Justin Huffman, Sarah Huffman, Don Wilson, Jeff
Moore, Curtis Wood, Stan Bell and three guests.
Call to order: Sam.
Secretary's report: Motion to waive the reading of the minutes by Jeff, second by Scott. Passed.
Treasurer's report: Balance was recorded. Motion to approve the report by Sam, second by Justin.
Passed. The balance has been getting a bit lean. We need to keep an eye on the fees and expenses and
cut any unnecessary fat.
RE report: Change order for the porta-potties worked. Well done Scott.
Assistant RE report: Nothing to report.
Old Business: Matt made a motion to use Trello for two events and see if there are any rubs to using it,
second by Sam. Passed.
New Business: Justin made a motion to use the spare tablet to enter information for people that didn't
pre-register to take some of the heat off of the folks in the trailer. Matt seconded. Passed.
Scott made a motion to hire Crowder College for the BBQ Saturday night and we get double meat for
one dollar more. Sam seconded. Passed.
Sarah made a motion to order more shirts for the MidDiv. The previous shirt sales were smoking hot,
second by Paul. Passed.
Justin made a motion to budget $200 for MidDiv hospitality, but the bill probably won't rack up that
high. Second by Sam. Passed.
Announcements: Sarah will be Chief of safety. Justin will be Chief of workers. Don will be Chief of
waivers.
We need to check the trailer for the yellow rope we used to keep herds of spectators away from the
course.
Keep an eye out for changes in results. PAX results are going to get trimmed for a few classes.
Motion to adjourn by Sam, second by Justin. Passed.
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